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Abstract
DLoVe is a new paradigm for designing and
implementing distributed and non-distributed Virtual
Reality applications using one-way constraints. We
introduce a useful measure of asynchronous real-time
distributed applications such as Virtual Reality. We
define performance as the latency of the data in each
rendered frame in addition to the overall frame rate
instead of total throughput. This paper looks specifically
at performance characterization for VR, and explains its
unique requirements.
In this context, we are not
concerned only with throughput but also with how it looks
to the user. Our perspective calls for a new approach to
performance measurement. Our experience with DLoVe
demonstrated that introducing a higher-level declarative
User Interface Description Language (UIDL) provides
extra degrees of freedom in the underlying
implementation. Rather than causing a performance
penalty, the constraint language made possible the
increased performance we obtained with parallel
processing. We demonstrate performance characteristics
in realistic virtual environments using quantitative
performance measurements.
Keywords: Performance, Virtual Reality, Distributed
Systems

1 Introduction
Constraints in programming languages, user interface
toolkits, databases, database queries, simulation packages,
and other systems allow programmers to state
declaratively a relation that is to be maintained, rather
than requiring programmers to write procedures to
maintain the relation themselves [12].
Defining a
problem in terms of constraints helps define a new style
of programming, in that the focus is on computing data
values instead of writing methods [22]. DLoVe defines,
with the help of constraints, a new style of programming.
It introduces a new paradigm of specifying and executing
applications, designed in its framework, in a distributed

environment for performance improvement. It also gives
one the ability to share Virtual Environments among
multiple users.
Distributed multi-user applications are complex because
pieces of such applications typically run in separate
address spaces, often on heterogeneous networks of
machines.
The pieces must communicate and
synchronize with each other, sharing and replicating data
as needed, and must handle users’ interaction at each site.
A well-known example is the Diamond Park [30][7] that
was designed at the Mitsubishi Electric Research
Laboratory (MERL). Diamond Park is a social virtual
reality system in which multiple geographically separate
users can speak to each other and participate in joint
activities in a mile-square virtual prototype.
RENDEZVOUS is a language and architecture to help
people build interactive multi-user systems using
constraints and callbacks [28][29]. Visual Obliq [16] is a
user interface development environment for constructing
distributed, multi-user applications using callbacks, and
distributed callbacks. Systems such as SimNet are using
Dead Reckoning [25], a technique where the position of
an object can be extrapolated from its previous position
and velocity - developed by DARPA in the early 1980's.
Although Dead Reckoning works well in DIS, it is not
suitable for general-purpose VR systems where the
behavior of the objects and the users in a Virtual
Environment is unpredictable. Dead Reckoning works
well in DIS because the position of every object can be
extrapolated from its previous location. The Historybased approach [32][33] also uses Dead Reckoning but in
a more efficient way than DIS. The history-based
approach offers smooth, accurate visualizations of remote
objects. The effectiveness of the DIS protocol is limited
since tracking relies on acceleration information. An
object’s acceleration can change more rapidly than its
position, so, if packets are delayed the DIS algorithm is
likely to use out-of-date information to predict object
behavior.
The position history-based protocol is
potentially superior to the DIS protocol for tracking non-

smooth object motion.
The DIS protocol is highly
sensitive to sudden acceleration changes because the
algorithm utilizes only the most recent update
information. Better performance on these non-smooth
paths makes the history-based protocol more useful than
the DIS protocols in virtual reality applications and visual
simulations where entities move in unpredictable ways
[32] [33]. Another software that implements Dead
Reckoning is the Log-Based Receiver-Reliable Multicast
(LBRM) [11]. The application chooses a threshold
according to the freshness requirement of the data being
disseminated. Shortening the threshold results in fresher
data, but more network traffic. For entities with strict
real-time delivery requirements, the threshold must be
small. In the LBRM approach, reliability is provided by a
logging server that logs all transmitted packets from the
source. When a receiver detects a lost packet, it requests
the missing packet from the logging server [11]. In TCP,
the buffered data at the sender is effectively a log of
transmissions, from which acknowledged packets have
been flushed. The DIS system uses multicasting, and that
approach seems promising for more general distributed
VR application as well.
But multicasting is not
universally implemented. An effort is underway to link
small pockets of multicast-capable machines to each other
over the Internet; the result is a “multicast backbone” or
MBONE. The MBONE system uses “tunneling”; it wraps
the IP packets destined for a multicast address inside
another IP packet, which travels through the regular
Internet from one MBONE subnet to another [6]. Many
others utilized multicasting protocols such as NPSNET
[19] and DIVE [5].

2 Specification Paradigm
DLoVe is a specification paradigm that allows
programmers to easily define and implement Virtual
Reality programs in the context of a one-way constraint
engine. In addition, it provides a framework where
computationally expensive tasks can be performed in
parallel in a distributed environment and improve
performance. Most of the time, a program utilizing
DLoVe’s paradigm can be executed in a distributed
environment with hardly any code modifications. The
DLoVe specification paradigm is described in more detail
in [18][24]; this paper is focused on the performance
measurement techniques. In concert with its ability to
distribute load over several machines, it also provides the
mechanics to implement multi-user interfaces. There are
two types of machines in the network (when a DLoVe
application is executed in the distributed mode):
Coordinators, (we have multiple Coordinators in a multiuser environment where multiple users share the virtual
environment) render displays and read user input, while
Workers perform calculations on behalf of the
Coordinators.

DLoVe’s constraint engine is mainly based upon
incremental
demand-driven
constrained-solving
algorithms found in Eval/vite [10] and algorithms
presented in [3]. A modification of these algorithms
produced the DLoVe’s constraint engine that satisfies the
real-time requirements of VR. The underlying elements of
DLoVe’s constraint engine are C++ objects called Links
and Variables. Links implement behavior, and Variables
are intermediate value-placeholders.
DLoVe is based upon a two-component model for
describing and programming the fine-grained aspects of
non-WIMP (non- Window Icon Mouse Pointer)
interaction such as virtual environments.
Its
programming model is based on the notion that the
essence of a non-WIMP dialogue is a set of continuous
relationships, most of which are temporary. This model
combines a data-flow or constraint-like component for the
continuous relationships with an event-based component
for the discrete interactions, which can enable or disable
individual continuous relationships.
Other current
Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) or (WIMP) interfaces,
also involve parallel, continuous interaction with the user.
But, most other user interface description languages and
software systems are based on serial, discrete, tokenbased interaction. DLoVe is designed to provide a
fundamentally continuous, rather than discrete, treatment
of naturally continuous phenomena such as time and
motion. However, it does treat discrete events as such
and provides a mechanism for communication between
the continuous and the discrete sub-system.

2.1 Continuous Time Subsystem
DLoVe’s continuous time sub-system consists of object
elements that define the relationship between objects
through Links and Variables. The entire set of these
elements connected together form a constraint graph.
Changes on one end of the graph propagate to the other
end. Interaction that is conceptually continuous is
encoded directly into these elements, and thus the
application does not need to deal with tracking events
from conceptually continuous devices. Examples of
conceptually continuous interaction include, drinking
from a cup in a virtual world, throwing a ball in a virtual
park, and driving a car in a virtual city. The body of a
Link specifies how its Variables are related. Links can be
enabled or disabled in response to user inputs. When a
Link is disabled, it is as if the Link was not part of the
constraint graph anymore, even tough the global structure
of the constraint graph does not vary. By enabling and
disabling Links we can quickly change/re-wire the
constraint graph on the fly since only a flag needs to be
set or cleared to indicate that a Link is enabled or
disabled. Figure 1 shows the Variables as circles and the
Links as rectangles. Links are enabled by default. A
DLoVe graph is read from left to right. For example, the

Variables ‘A’ and ‘B’ are inputs to Link L1, and the
Variable ‘C’ is its output Variable.
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Figure 1. Constraint Graph
A disabled Link is still part of the data structure and when
it becomes enabled again it knows how it is supposed to
be attached to its Variables. Enabling a Link is similar to
asserting a constraint, and disabling a Link is similar to
retracting a constraint from the constraint graph. Even
though enabling and disabling Links is similar to asserting
and retracting constraints respectively, enabling and
disabling can be performed rapidly; both operation only
mark a Link to indicate whether it currently belongs to the
graph or not.

2.2 Discrete Time Subsystem
There are other interactions that are fundamentally
discrete (event-based) and are implemented in the eventbased component of DLoVe. Such examples include
button presses, menu choices and gesture recognition
verifications. TBAG applications [4] generally deal with
such discrete input events by retracting some existing
constraints and asserting new ones. Bramble uses a
similar mechanism [20]. DLoVe instead handles the
discrete time using Event handlers, which are objects that
capture tokens and respond to them. Event handlers
contain a user-specified body that describes the response
to tokens. The application sends a token to all event
handlers, and only those event handlers that are interested
in the token execute their body. The responses might
include setting Variables, making custom procedure calls,
and enabling/disabling Links. Event handlers recognize
states and state transitions, and can provide different
services depending on the state they are in.
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Figure 2. State Diagram of the Event Handler

For example, in figure 2, the user might intersect his/her
virtual hand with a virtual object. The event handler will
receive an INTERSECT token and will change state to its
‘intersect’ state. In this state if the user presses the left
mouse button, the event handler enables one or more
Links and changes state to the ‘dragging’ state. As a
result, the object will be now attached to the virtual hand
and the object will follow the movement of the virtual
hand. When the user releases the mouse button, the event
handler disables the previously enabled Links, transitions

There are three main differences between DLoVe and
other parallel systems. While DLoVe’s tasks appear
externally similar to those in PVM [35], task allocation is
done at compile time, so that there is not appreciable
overhead for task management. The purpose of task
allocation, in DLoVe, is to allow the Coordinator to
always request the same Variables from the same
Workers. In other words, the queries the Coordinator
sends to the Workers are partitioned, so that the Workers
can execute multiple different queries in parallel.
DLoVe’s task handling, unlike PVM or MPI [21] [23]
[26] [27], is designed to support multi-user, multi-input
application development by simply adding Coordinators.
The third difference concerns performance requirements.
DLoVe is designed primarily for Virtual Reality
applications and thus requires high frame rate and also
that the frames must be as fresh, or otherwise up-to-date,
as possible. Distributed applications using DLoVe’s
framework are characterized by real-time computations
and constraints. Thus, not only number of evaluations or
else total throughput, but also timing factors need to be
taken into account when evaluating DLoVe [14]. Timing
constraints in DLoVe arise from interaction requirements
between the Coordinator and the user, and between the
Coordinator and the Workers.
The communication
between the Coordinator, the user, and the Workers is
described by three operations: sampling, processing, and
responding. The Coordinator continually samples data
from the input devices. Sampled data is sent to the
Workers that process it immediately. Then the Workers
send the processed data back to the Coordinator in
response to its request. All three operations must be
performed within specified times; these are the timing
constraints [14] [34].

4 Communication Protocol
After all Workers connect to the Coordinator, the
Coordinator partitions the constraint graph and assigns
sub-graphs of it to different Workers. This partition of the
graph enables the Coordinator to request Variables in
parallel. Figure 3 shows a simple graph that is partitioned
for three Workers[18] [17].
The Coordinator can request the Workers to ‘set’ and
‘get’ up-to-date Variables. It can also request the
Workers to ‘enable’ or ‘disable’ Links, which rewire the constraint graph. Each of these operations is a
message and can be sent to the Workers individually.
However, to utilize better the network, the Coordinator
bundles multiple of these messages, set, get, enable,
disable, into a single message called a multi-message,
since it contains multiple messages/requests.
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Figure 3. Partition into three sub-graphs
The
Coordinator
sends
these
multi-messages
asynchronously to the Workers without blocking for
replies. If the replies do not reach the Coordinator on
time, it uses the previous values of the Variables to render
the display. Similarly, to better utilize the bandwidth,
Workers bundle multiple replies in a multi-message and
send it to the Coordinator.
If ‘get’ operations involve the evaluations of
computationally expensive Links, then the Workers may
not be able to catch up with the requests coming in from
the Coordinator. The immediate problem in this case
would be a congested network, since the Coordinator
transmits requests as fast as possible – sending messages
asynchronously without the notion of flow control. That
is why the Coordinator keeps track of the number of
pending ‘get’ requests that exist in the network. If the
number of the pending ‘get’ requests exceeds a
threshold, it simply discards the multi-message and
continuous. That is fine in Virtual Reality as long as we
drop below the threshold soon and replies keep coming
from the Workers satisfying the VR timing constraints, in
which case users stay immersed in the Virtual
Environment.
This technique is similar to TCPprobing[36], a modified version of the current TCP
Transport layer protocol. When TCP-probing detects that
data segments are lost, instead of re-transmitting and
adjusting the congestion window, it initiates a probe cycle
and suspends transmission. It resumes transmission as
soon as the probe-acknowledgments get back to the
sender in time. In DLoVe, the Coordinator instead of
entering a Probe state where transmission is suspended, it
simply drops the multi-message, in the Application layer,
and never transmits it. This is acceptable and tolerable in
Virtual reality as long as there are not too many dropped
messages, since the Coordinator will request the same
Variables at the next loop iteration. DLoVe can tolerate
this kind of drops. However, if a multi-message contains
enable/disable requests, which re-wire the constraint
graph and thus these messages are considered important,
the Coordinator does send the multi-message even if it
detects that there are many pending message/requests on
the network. That is also acceptable since Enable/Disable
requests are triggered by the discrete time subsystem and
not the continuous. These events/requests are triggered
for example when the user grabs an object, or when
he/she is looking at an object for over 5 seconds and the
object becomes selected. TCP-Real [37] is a modification

to the TCP protocol that could be of potential use for
DLoVe. The TCP-Real receiver determines the size of the
congestion window by estimating the level of contention
within the network, thereby, avoiding unnecessary
transmission gaps. In DLoVe, the Coordinator keeps
track of pending 'get' requests and adjusts its transmission
rate accordingly. However, the Coordinator does not
distinguish between a congested network and busy
Workers.

5 Performance Evaluation
Distributed computing attempts to increase processing
speed by computing several tasks on otherwise
autonomous computers at the same time [14][15]. To
evaluate how well a distributed system behaves one must
evaluate its performance, by comparing it against other
ways of achieving the same result. In practice, these
comparisons are difficult to make. The most often quoted
measure of performance in parallel and distributed
systems is speedup. The speedup is computed by dividing
the time to compute a solution to a certain problem using
one processor, by the solution time using N processors.
Amdahl’s Law [1] [8] [26] states that the speed of a
program in execution on a multiple-processor computer is
limited by its slowest sequential part. A program contains
two types of calculations, those that must be done serially,
and those that can be executed in parallel on an arbitrary
number of processors. If the time taken to do the serial
calculations is some fraction β of the total time τ, 0 < β ≤
1, then the parallelizable portion is (1-β)τ of the total time
τ. Amdahl’s law was challenged by John Gustafson and
Ed Barsis, who showed that for some problems the
regularity of the problem can feed as many parallel
processors as are needed.
Therefore, by adding
processors, the size of matrix calculations can grow
without bound [8] [2]. Gustafson and Barsis [13] show
that problem size s and N are not independent of each
other. Gustafson-Barsis law is relative to Amdahl’s law
but with an assumption about the problem size.
Gustafson-Barsis law says that the size of the problem and
the number of processors increases together, thus by
adding more processors the speedup can increase
accordingly.
Two factors influence the goodness of a graph partition.
A given graph should be partitioned into concurrent
modules to obtain the shortest possible program execution
time. Secondly, one must choose the best size for each
concurrent module that will result in fastest execution,
while using a minimal number of processors. The grainpacking problem is related to optimal scheduling where
an “optimal” scheduler executes in minimum time, well
known to be NP complete in general. DLoVe’s partition
algorithm may be compared against load balancing and
scheduling, but in reality it is someplace in between. Load
Balancing, and more precisely Dynamic Load Balancing,

tries to keep all processors equally busy, but does not try
to reduce overall execution time.
Only when the
calculations are more expensive than the communication,
the applications may run faster [9]. Dynamic Load
Balancing handles process migration and reacts to
conditions that vary in the network. DLoVe’s partition
algorithm determines at compile time how to partition the
constraint graph. DLoVe does not modify the partition of
a given graph dynamically to efficiently implement
Dynamic Load Balancing. It tries to partition the graph
assuming that all Links are equally computationally
expensive, which is not a great idea.
DLoVe assigns tasks to Workers in a manner similar to a
scheduler. A single task in a scheduler corresponds to a
single Link where in DLoVe a task corresponds of a set of
interconnected Links. DLoVe uses the constraint graph
itself to give extra information, making determining task
allocation easier. Though a real scheduler allows tasks to
have any cost, DLoVe assumes that all Links comprising
a task have the same cost. This may cause DLoVe to
create unbalanced task schedules but seems to work fine
for many constraint graphs used in Virtual Reality.

5.1 Strategy for analysis
Two sets of experiments were conducted to measure the
performance of DLoVe.
The first set tested the
performance of a Virtual Park simulating 32 Humanoids,
entities that walk, run, interact with each other and the
user, and play with a ball [18]. We measured the results
of the non-distributed and the distributed versions using
up to three Workers and to assess performance we
counted the number of Link evaluations. We also
measured the resulting frame rate at which the
Coordinator was able to render the graphics on the
display. We purposely implemented a computationally
expensive collision prevention and behavior algorithm for
the Humanoids in order to overcome the network
bandwidth bottleneck. This experiment employed a
traditional approach for measuring performance: the
overall computational throughput for the system. These
experiments, however, did not measure how up-to-date
each rendered frame was during each computational
cycle. These experiments were conducted on Silicon
Graphics workstations using SGI Performer as the
graphics-rendering library. The four machines involved
had differing hardware architectures with different
processor type, memory size and cache. In addition, all
Workers mounted the Performer run-time libraries of the
Coordinator via a Network File System (NFS), adding
even more overhead to the network. The Network was a
shared 10Mbps LAN. The scheduler’s task assumption
that all Workers possess the same throughput is false, so
that scheduling is less optimal than it would be in a
homogeneous environment.
Because traditional techniques for performance analysis
do not accurately describe VR performance we performed

a second set of experiments. These experiments used a
new approach for measuring the performance of VR
systems, by quantifying the accuracy of each frame
rendered on the display. We defined the accuracy of a
frame as the difference between the wall clock time and
the minimum time since all output Variables (used for
rendering the display) were last updated. Unlike the first
set of experiments, these ones were conducted within a
homogeneous environment. For this set of experiments
we used a very simple simulation executed on Sun ultra 5
workstations running Solaris 2.7. We measured the
latency of each network message as well as the number of
requests initiated, the number of replies, and the number
of messages that were discarded. This allowed us to
compute the accuracy of each frame rendered.

5.2 Analyzing the Results
In DLoVe, when most of the replies from the Workers to
the Coordinator are too late, users lose the feeling of realtime interaction and can become disoriented and confused
even if the frame rate stays high, since rendering is
performed using old values. In this case frame rate alone
does not accurately describe the efficiency of the
rendering system. We found that by adding more
Workers the total throughput of the system increases but
we get a decrease in frame rate as a penalty [18].
DLoVe utilizes the TCP transport protocol for all its
communication. The Coordinator needs to send all multimessages to all Workers, which is essentially a simulation
of multicasting. Since the Coordinator has to send all
these additional multi-messages to the additional Workers
it spends more time transmitting and less time rendering
the display.
In all cases, the distributed version
outperformed the non-distributed version, whose frame
rate and total throughput were very low compared to the
distributed version, because one machine had to calculate
all computationally expensive collisions and behavior,
and also render the display. If DLoVe outperforms the
non-distributed version using TCP/IP for point-to-point
communication, it promises even greater performance if
re-implemented using multicasting.
The analysis of the Virtual Park, even though it illustrated
some of the positive and negative aspects of DLoVe, was
conducted within a heterogeneous environment. The
outcome of the experiments might have been different if
all machines were exactly of the same architecture and all
possessed a local copy of the Performer run-time libraries.
Clearly we needed a more carefully conducted procedure
for conducting the experiment to get more conclusive and
more accurate results. To address this, we implemented a
very simple application that was executed in a
homogeneous environment, and made accurate
measurements of its performance. We were able to
measure latency of individual messages sent by the
Coordinator, and the number of messages that were built
and discarded by the Coordinator. This benchmark

program contained four Links and five Variables. It was
designed so that DLoVe can partition it into at most three
Workers (since we only had four machines of the same
type in our possession – one for the Coordinator and three
for the Workers). Figure 3 shows the Links and Variables
within this application and how they were partitioned to
the three Workers:

5.3 State machine of the run time system
The Coordinator can be thought of as possessing five
independent states as shown in Figure 4.
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were discarded, and the number of replies that came back
to the Coordinator. Additional performance data included
latency of each request. Every request was time-stamped
with the time of initiation before being sent to the
Workers. The Worker that responded to the requests
preserved the timestamp in its reply. The Workers also
time-stamped each reply message with the amount of time
it took the Worker to update the requested Variable.
When the Coordinator received the reply, it calculated the
elapsed time of the request and subtracted the amount of
time the Worker needed to update the requested Variable
– measuring the time a message spends on the network.
Figure 4 shows the state transitions where we measured
how many messages the Coordinator sends, discards, and
receives every second.
Performance in time required measuring the elapsed time
between pairs of state transitions as shown in figure 5.
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Figure 4. State machine
The Coordinator builds a message (multi-message)
consisting of several requests, and sends it to all of the
Workers. Initially, the Coordinator is in the ‘start’
state. When it sees a need to ‘set’ or ‘get’ a Variable’s
value or to enable or disable a Link, it transitions to the
‘build’ state within which it builds the message that it
may be sent to the Workers. At the end of the main loop,
just before sending the message, it checks internal
counters that indicate the number of pending requests on
the network to each Worker. If a counter is below a
chosen threshold, it transitions to ‘send’ state, sends the
message, and returns to the ‘start’ state. Else, it
discards the message and returns to the ‘start’ state.
While in the ‘start’ state, it checks to see if any replies
came back from the Workers. If replies have arrived, it
transitions to the ‘get’ state and processes all the replies.
When all replies are processed, it transitions back to the
‘start’ state where is starts building messages all over
again. The ‘start’ state is a state indicating idle time
and it is used as a starting point in describing the
functionality of the Coordinator. The fifth state is the
‘render’ state in which the Coordinator transitions to
render the display.

5.4 What is Measured
The experiments were run for 60 seconds, where DLoVe
collected two kinds of performance statistics every
second. Statistics included the number of requests
initiated by the Coordinator, the number of messages that
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Figure 5. Message Measurements
tbuild is the time it takes the Coordinator to build a message
before sending it to the Workers or discarding it, which is
the difference between tbuild_end and tbuild_start , or between
tbuild_start and tbuild_discard representing the time at which the
build ended and started. tsend is the time it takes the
Coordinator to put the message on the network, which is
the difference between tsend_end and tsend_start indicating the
time the Coordinator completed the transmission of the
message and the time it started transmitting. tget is the
time it takes the Coordinator to process the replies from
the Workers. tcycle indicates the time it takes a request to
come back as a reply, which is the difference between
tsend_end and tget_end. tcycle is the latency of each message and
this is what in which we are the most interested. For the
Coordinator to receive many replies from the Workers is a
goal we would like to achieve. However, if the messages
are all too old, then user interaction is minimized and this
is not what we want since DLoVe is designed for realtime applications such as Virtual Reality.

5.5 Analyzing the Results
Throughput of a Virtual Reality system does not describe
how well it performs. A more critical factor in VR is the
high frame rate it can achieve, in addition to how
accurately each frame represents the virtual world.
Accuracy of rendition is difficult to measure. In DLoVe,
the Coordinator issues ‘get’ requests to update certain
Variables to render the display. These requests are sent to
the Workers that update the requested Variables, which
then send the results back to the Coordinator. These
replies are not instantaneous, but arrive with some latency
that depends on performance upon the network. So, one
measure of accuracy is message latency. Another is how
up-to-date the frames are when rendered, relative to user
input and the real state of the virtual world.

5.6 Frame Validity and Statistical Skew
Latency shows how long a message spends on the
network to get to the Workers and then come back to the
Coordinator - time required by a Worker to evaluate a
Link is not counted. However, this does not show how
accurate the frame rendering is and it does not capture the
interactive performance of such user interfaces. The
system might be doing a great deal of processing by
generating many frames, but displaying each of them late.
It would score well by traditional parallel processing
measures, but would seem very sluggish to the user. We
therefore used total throughput along with total latency of
a displayed video frame to measure performance. That is,
when a frame is displayed, what is the oldest piece of data
that was used to generate that frame? We believe that
frame latency, in conjunction with frame rate, captures the
interactive performance of a VR user interface better than
total processing throughput. Frame latency shows how
valid or how late the information is at the time the
Coordinator renders the display.
To perform this analysis, we tracked each message
through the network. Message latency shows how long a
message spends on the network to get to the Workers and
then to come back to the Coordinator (minus the time
required by a Worker to bring the requested Variable upto-date). Message latency is the time this request spent in
the network. However, this does not show how accurate a
rendered frame is. To visualize how valid the frames are,
we used a statistical clock skew that plots the oldest
information used to render the display:
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Figure 6. Frame Latency

6 Conclusions
The experiments demonstrated that DLoVe not only
describes specification of Virtual Reality programs well,
but also improves overall performance of applications
designed in its framework by dramatically increasing the
validity of the rendered frames. In addition, DLoVe
supports mechanics for implementing or transforming
single user programs into multi-user programs. DLoVe
can be used to implement large-scale Virtual Reality
applications, and when speed is required, DLoVe’s
framework is able to provide the additional CPU cycles
needed by real time application by utilizing multiple
machines.
We showed the need for a different method of measuring
performance that describes DLoVe accurately, where
traditional methods fail by providing seemingly
acceptable performance measures that in actuality
reflected poor performance. Throughput is not enough to
describe performance, but throughput and frame rate in
conjunction with statistical skew, which measures the
freshness of each rendered frame, do accurately describe
DLoVe’s performance.
More experiments need to be conducted to understand
how DLoVe behaves in high-speed networks and how
multiple Coordinators influence the performance of
DLoVe. However, because appropriate equipment was
unavailable, these experiments must be deferred for future
investigation.
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